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Resumo

Neste artigo, provamos a existéncia de attratores globais em H1(Q) para problemas
parabélicos com nao linearidades satisfazendo condigao de crescimento subcritica. Inexper-
adamcnte, observamos que para 0 case escalar as {micas condigées de crescimento provém
da existéncia local enquanto que para sistemas restrigées adicionais no crescimento apare—
cem devido ao método empregado na prova da propriedade de dissipagao. A0 comparar
com 03 nossos resultados anteriores publicados em [C-C-D] sobre existéncia de atratores em
H1(Q) para systemas de equagées parabélicas, relaxamos consideravelmente as condigées
de crescimento no termo nao linear para dimensao espacial igual a trés.

Palavras Chaves: Equagées Parabélicas, crescimento rapido, solugées globais, semigru-
pos dissipativos, atratores globais.



PARABOLIC PROBLEMS IN H 1 WITH FAST GROWING
NONLINEARITIES

ALEXANDRE N. CARVALHO", TOMASZ DLOTKO "*

ABSTRACT. We prove existence of global attractors in H1(Q) for parabolic problems with
nonlinearities satisfying subcritical growth condition. It was an unexpected observation
that for the scalar case the only growth restrictions will come from local existence whereas
for systems some additional growth restrictions will come from the method employed
in proof of dissipativeness. Comparing to our earlier results in [C-C-D], on existence of
attractors in H1(Q) for systems of parabolic equations, we relaxed the growth restrictions
on the nonlinearity for space dimension n = 3.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study global solvability and asymptotic behavior, in H3(Q), for semi-
linear parabolic problems of the form

ut=Lu+f(u), x69,
(1)

u=0, $669,
where, Q C IR", L is a uniformly strongly elliptic second order operator in the divergence
form and f : lRN —> IR.” is locally lipschitzian. For simplicity we restrict the presentation
(in the introduction) to the case n = 3.

Let X = L2(Q, IR”) and X a, a 2 0, be the fractional power spaces associated to the
operator A : D(A) C X —> X defined by

D(A) = H2(o,mN) n Hgm, JR”),
Au = —Lu, u E D(A).

We define X‘“ as the dual of X“, a 2 0.

For local existence we rewrite the problem (1) in the abstract form
u’ + Au = fe(u), t > O, (2)
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where fe : Xi —) Xfi is defined by fe(a)(x) = f(u(:r)). We prove that for a suitable
choice of fl, % —— fl < 1, the map f6 is Lipschitz continuous in bounded subsets of X i (see
[C-O—P—RB]).

Due to Sobolev embedding we need to assume that the function f satisfies subcritical
growth condition; that is,

|f(U)| S c(1+ IUIS"),
for some 6 > 0. We justify these restrictions later in the paper.
To prove dissipativeness we assume that the function f : (f1,- -- , fN) satisfies the

following condition; there are positive constants £1, 1 S i S N, such that
fi(u)ui < 0, fOI', luii 2 £1", (3)

1 5 t g N.
Under the above conditions we prove the following result:

Theorem 1. For N = 1 and under the above conditions the problem (1) has a global
attractor in HMQ).

For N 2 2, to our surprise, we will need to restrict further the growth of the function
f to obtain the existence of a global attractor for (1) in H6(Q,IRN). This is related to
the method of invariant regions used in the proof of dissipativeness. This method requires
that the solution of (2) be in C(Q,IR.N) for t > 0. This extra restriction is

|f(U)| 5 00+ IUI‘”) (4)

for some 6 > 0.
Under this additional restriction we prove the following result:

Theorem 2. If (4) and (3) are satisfied, the problem (I) has a global attractor in
HMQJRN), N 21.
This work extends our previous results in [C-C-D, C-D] on existence of global attractors

in the half fractional power space Where we have assumed less then cubic growth for
systems.
The critical growth case is still untouched. For the case N = 1, the global existence can

be obtained using the theory of monotone operators (see, for example, [BR]). The problem
to obtain the existence of a global attractor is the lack of smoothing of the semigroup
associated to (1) in the critical case.
It seems that for N 2 2 there is a problem with the method used to obtain dissipative-

ness which does not allow us to come close to the critical growth.
For completeness of presentation we recall the definition of global attractors employed

in this paper. Let {T(t), 2 0}, be a semigroup (usually nonlinear) on a Banach space Y.
A set B C Y is said to attract a set C C Y under T(t) if dist(T(t)C’, B) —) 0 as t —) 00.
A set S C Y is said to be invariant if T(t)S = S for t Z 0. An invariant set A is said to
be a global attractor if A is a maximal compact invariant set which attracts each bounded
set B C Y.
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2. SECOND ORDER PARABOLIC EQUATIONS IN H1(Q)

In a bounded smooth domain Q C IR" consider a reaction diffusion equation of the
form

—z1_ 15%(a1(x)§%) =f<u>1 11 e 9,
(5)

u = 0, a: E GQ,

with a,- e CI(Q), ai(m) _>_ m0 > 0 in Q and the function f : IR —> IR locally Lips-
chitz continuous. For space dimension n S 3 similar problems were studied recently in
[C-O—P—RB]. We will thus concentrate on dimensions 71 2 3 and fast growing nonlinearity
f. We start with a brief discussion of known properties of solutions. Following [HE] we
will define the operator A = —Div(a - V), a = (a1, - - - ,an), and consider it as a sectorial
operator on LP(Q) with the domain D(A) = W2’p(Q) fl Wol’pm). It is then well known,
that if we choose p > n then, because of the Sobolev embedding Wol’p(§2) C C°(Q) the
Lipschitz continuity, in bounded subsets of Wl’p(Q), of the function f6 : W014; —> L”(Q)
defined by f."(u)(r)—_ f(u(x )), a: E Q, is given by the local Lipschitz continuity of the
function f: IR —> IR. Then((c. f. [HE, HA]) local solvability on WI’T’(Q) follows.

To ensure global existence of solutions of (5) one may use properties of the Liapunov
function given by

1 " a 2

(15): 5LEW-(gr) (an?) dz — /QF(¢)dcr, (6)
i:1 l

with F(s) := [03 f (z)dz. If we further assume the standard dissipativeness condition (c.f.
[HAD

lim sup IE) < 0, (7)
|s|—>oo 3

we obtain that given 6 > 0 there is cC > 0 such that

F(s) S 682 + cc, (8)

then the property L(u(t ))< L(u0) offers an a priori estimate of the solution it in H3 (9);
IéllAW (t )llmm) < L(Uo) +6o||u(t )Iliqm +Cco|9|

(9)
S Mao) + ceoIIAEU(t)l|%zm) + ceolfll

with 60 : file" Note that ”A; - HMO) is an equivalent norm on the space H3(Q) as a
consequence of Poincaré’s inequality which was also used in the final estimate of (9).
Then, as a consequence of the results in [C-C-D], there exists a unique global solution
u(t,u0) of (5) for every uo E D(Aa) and for all or 2 %.
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This theory seems complete, but if one chooses the L2(Q) as base space (instead of
L”(Q), p > n), then besides local Lipschitz continuity and condition (7) imposed on f,
some additional growth restriction on it must be imposed due to the condition of Lipschitz
continuity on bounded sets for the function fe : H3(Q) —> L2(Q). Indeed, we need to
assume [C-O—P-RB] that

|f(U) — f(v)| 5 (1+ I’ul""1 + I'vl”’"1)Iu—v|, (10)

for 7 z 3 and n = 3, which is a stronger restriction than the condition

n + 2
lf(“)l 5 c(1+|u|7), ’Y < m, (11)

required for the estimates obtained from (6) to hold. Our task will be to fill up the gap
in the theory and allow the same fast growth required in (11) for local existence.

3. LOCAL EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS IN H3(Q)

Consider the problem (2) with the sectorial operator A : D(A) C L2(Q) —> L262)
defined by

D(A) = 11262)“ Him),
Au = —Div(a(x) -Vu), Vu E D(A).

Therefore Re(o(A)) 2 a > 0. By X“ we denote, as usual, the domain of the fractional
power A“ of A; X“ = D(A“) endowed with the graph norm. We recall the definition of
X“ solution to problem (2)
Definition 1. By a Xa-solution of (2) we understand a continuous function u : [0, 71,0) —)

X“ satisfying (2) such that at : (On—1,0) —) X“ is continuous and u(t) belongs to D(A) for
each t E (0, Tue).

In order to get local existence of solutions of (5) with locally Lipschitz continuous f
satisfying the dissipativeness condition (7) and the growth condition (11) with the full
range of the growth allowed in it, we need to enlarge the base space L2(Q) on which the
operator A will be considered simultaneously weakening the norm of this space. We will
follow the idea of [RB] and extend A to X1‘% taking values in H‘S(Q), s > 0 where
H‘S(Q) is the dual of X? Also note, see [TR] Theorem 5.5.1, that

Xa C H2a(Q),
with continuous inclusion and that equality holds for — S a I/\ m—

L
4

We start by fixing the growth exponent fy in (11) as 7 < g—Lig Next define a real

number s := max{0,M} and set as our base space

X?” : H—sm). (12)

Finally define a number p > 1 in such a way that p7 = n—QIL—Z. We then have the following:
4



Lemma 1. If we assume that the real function f satisfies local Lipschitz condition

|f(u) — f(z)| s c(1+lyl”‘1+lzl”‘1)|y — z

for all y,z real, then the map f" : H‘(Q) —> H‘S(Q) is Lipschitz continuous on bounded
sets.

, (13)

Proof: We prove first, that for p chosen above the function f" : Lfigfl‘im) A L7’(Q) will
be Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets. Then we use the duality argument and Sobolev
embedding to conclude the proof. Using (13) we have

luau) — fanning) s c, fa lu — vlp<1+ |u|P<H>+IvIP<r1>>dx

1

T’
_2L

5 (fn |u - 144)“ (M1 + W's-u + lupin-”mu
where we have used Holder inequality with T1—, = 1 — p%. Hence,

fy—l

||f”(U) — fee) mm) s csuu — mam, (1+ new“, + imam)
(14)

For 3 > 0, by the Sobolev embedding, the right side of (14) will be dominated by
a similar expression with Lfizfim) norms replaced by H(}(Q) norms, further, since the
Holder conjugate exponent p’ equals

_ 2n
T 271 — 7(n —— 2)’

I
P

then we find, by Sobolev embedding, that

X5 c H5(Q) c LP'(Q),

and, through the duality argument, also

H‘S(Q) 3 ms),
with both inclusions being continuous. This information leads to

e 7—1
”f (u) — fe(U)||H~3(n) _<_ c4||u — Ulngm) (1+llul|113(n)+||U||H5(n)) -

For 3 = 0 this follows trivially from (14) and this concludes the proof of the Lemma.

Remark“ 1. As a result of the preceding lemma, the nonlinear term fa : H1(Q) —> H‘S(Q)
is Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets, so with the usual theory (of. [HE]) local solv—

ability of (5) in H'(SZ) follows. The solutions are in D(Al‘%) for t > 0.
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4. GLOBAL SOLVABILITY AND DISSIPATIVENESS

4.1. Liapunov function method.
The choice of H""(S2) as base space, made in the proof of local solvability, is an indu—

bitable advantage. Now the proof of global existence of solutions to (5) and dissipativeness
of the semigroup associated to it in Hall) is extremely fast and easy.
Indeed, it is a familiar consequence of the continuation theorem for local solutions

([HE]) that the local X “-solution exists globally provided that global a priori estimate of
it in X“ is available. But for solutions of the problem (5) such a priori estimate follows
from the condition (9)

illumlllfgm) S L010) + CeolQl- (15)

Therefore global solvability in HMQ) is evident. Let u(t,u0) be the solution of (5) such
that u(0,u0) = no and T(t) : HMQ) —> H(}(Q) be the semigroup defined by T(t)u0 :
u(t, uo). Next we include some information about the solutions of (5):

Theorem 3. Assume that the real function f satisfies (7) and the Lipschitz condition
(13). Then the local solution u of (5) introduced in Remark 1 will be extended fort 2 0
defining for all a 6 [5,1 —— g) a strongly continuous semigroup T(t) : X“ —> X“, t 2 0.
Moreover, this semigroup is compact for t > 0 and bounded in X“.
We need to check the final claims of the theorem. It is evident, that since the nonlinear

term f“ was Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets as a transformation from X i to X ‘5,
then it will be all the more Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets acting from X“ to X ‘i.
Boundedness of the semigroup on X“ follows from the estimates similar as in ([HE]). Let
B be a bounded subset of Xi. For no 6 B

t
T(t)u0 = e-Atuw / e-A(t—s>fe(T(s)u0)ds, (16)

0

and, because of the smoothing action of T(t),
”T(tluonxa SMté—“lluonxs

+fot Me"“(“s)(t — 8)‘“I|fe(T(8)uO)||xd-9 (17)

s Ms—aquHX, + c (supra Masai) Mitelal—a

as a consequence of global a priori estimate (15), boundedness of L on bounded subsets
of Xi (see Lemma 2 below) and Lipschitz continuity on bounded sets of f“ : Xi —>

X*% (Lemma 1). This proves boundedness of T(t) : X“ —> X“, oz 6 [%,1). Finally,
compactness of the semigroup is a direct consequence of the compactness of the resolvent
of A and Theorem 4.2.2 in [HA].

Dissipativeness of the semigroup T(t) is, in general, a consequence of the properties of
the Liapunov function defined in (6).
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Lemma 2. The functional L : H(}(Q) —) IR is well defined, bounded in bounded subsets
of HMQ) and defines a Liapunou function in the sense of [HA] for the semigroup T(t) on
Him).

Sinee the proof is standard, we only mention that because. of the growth restrictions
(11) imposed on f its primitive F(s) fulfills:

|F(8)| S C(1+ISI7J’1),

where 7-H < %. Then, due to the Sobolev embedding H3(Q) C L%(Q), the inclusions
are continuous. This justifies the well posedness and boundedness of L.
We also have the following property of the set of stationary solutions to (5).

Lemma 3. Under the dissipatiueness condition (7) the set of stationary solutions of (5)
is bounded in H(}(Q).

Proof: Stationary solutions of (5) are simultaneously HMS?) solutions of the elliptic
problem

— ?;1—-(ai(x)§s%) =.f<v>, a: e n,
(18)

u z 0, a: E 89.

Multiplying (18) by u and integrating by parts we obtain

61)
(220490) (axiydx = /Qf(v)uda;, (19)

and as a consequence of (7) for any positive number 6 there is Ke such that

f(s)s _<_ 682 + K6,

for all s 6 IR. Therefore,
m 2

/ZCLi(-’L‘) (3:3) dz: S e/Quzdx+K€|Q|. (20)
Q i=1

Thus, with 6 small enough, the assertion follows from the Poincaré inequality.
It is now easy to see that the Liapunov function (6) has all the nice properties required

in [HA]. Therefore problem (5) defines a gradient system {T(t),t 2 0} on the phase space
HMO) and we are able to claim:

Proposition 1. The gradient system {T(t) : t 2 0} generated by equation (5) is compact
fort > (i and its set of stationary solutions E is bounded in H5 (Q). It has a global
attractor A, moreover this attractor is the unstable manifold of E.

For a proof of this result see [HA].



4.2. Second Order Systems. The method of Invariant Regions.
Following [C-O—P-RB] consider a weakly coupled system of reaction-diffusion equations

at — Div(a(:r:) - Va) : f(u), rt 6 Q,
(21)

u z 0, LL‘ 6 8&2,

where u = (ul,--- ,uN)T, N 2 1, a(x) : diag(a1(ar),--- ,aN(a:)), at, 6 016—2), ai(.r) 2
me > 0, for all a: E Q, 1 S i S N. The coupling is only through the reaction term

f : IR” —> IR”. We restrict ourselves here to space dimensions n 2 3 (the cases
n = 1, 2 were studied in a more general way in [C-O—P—RB]), and assume the following
local Lipschitz condition of the function f : IRN —) IRN;

|f(y) — f(Z)| 5 60+ Pull—1+ IZI'Hllz/ — ZI (22)

with 7 fixed in [1, 3—3) like in Lemma 1. The system (21) will now be treated in the
abstract form (2) if we consider as base space [H‘S(Q)]N with s : max{0,1(n—_22u}
and define A = diag(A1, - -- ,AN) on the domain D(A) = [Xst]N. The operators A,,
i = 1,--- ,N are defined by A,- : X3? —> H” with

(Aiqb) = ——Div(a,~(m)V¢), ¢ 6 H2(Q) fl H5(Q).
There is no difference in the proof of local solvability between the single equation case

and the system case. To obtain global existence and dissipativeness we will use invariant
and contracting regions. _In order to use such a method the solution should be regular;
that is, that u(t, -) 6 [C(Q)]N. To that end we need to restrict the range of the power 7
to

4

n—2'fr < (23)

Finding then s from the formula 3 : max{0,1(%u} we get 3 < $- and —s + 2 > %.

Since from elliptic regularity it follows that u(t, -) e [Xzfifl’v C [H2‘3(Q)]N, t > 0, and
from Sobolev embedding

[HQ—Sm)” C [CU—2M”,

we have that u(t,-) E [C(Q)]N, t > 0, and the requirements for using invariant and
contracting regions are fulfilled.
Assume that there are positive constants 5,- > 0, 1 S i g N, such that the function

f = (f1,--- ,fN)T satisfies
(fl-(u) — /\u,-)ui < 0, |ui| > 51“, (24)

where A, is the first eigenvalue of A,.

Our aim will be to prove that problem (21) with f as above that in addition satisfies the
growth restrictions (22), (23) is locally well posed in X“ for some a < %. Then, we will
prove that the solutions of (21) are globally defined and that the semigroup associated
with (21) is point dissipative in X“. With this information we use the fact that Xi
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1is compactly embedded in X“, 0: < 5, and Theorem 2 in [C-C-D] to ascertain that
the semigroup associated with (21) has a global attractor in X i. The following lemma
guarantees that the problem (21) is locally well posed.

For1<'y< let0<s<%,0<r<1besuchthat71—2’

2(s+r)=1 .7 +71—27“ (25)

Then, we have:

Lemma 4. The map f“ : [H 7'(Q)]N —> [H “"'(Q)]N , is well defined and Lipschz'tz continu-
ous on bounded subsets of [HT(Q)]N.

Proof: Let m > O and 11,1) 6 [HT(Q)]N be such that ||u||[Hr(Q)]N g m and I|U”[Hr(Q)]N S m.
Then,

Hfau) — fauna-3m) SC/QIf(U(1v))— f(v(w))|”dw

s c /((1 + mews-1) + wens-U) |u<m> — were
< C(|Q|" +|1u||fiZ(vl—)1)qmg)]w + ||U||fLZ<~rl—)1)q( Q)]N)||u — U||fL””'(fl)lN

Since [H’( )]N C_[Lt(Q )]N with continuous inclusion forwhere5+q—1,=1andp=2n+2s'
t—— ”2:12” we impose that pq’ “ "—2T+2S. Then, q_— 2—734?) and we have
that 25+n(7 — 1)q = t. And we have2 that

||f (“l—fe(v)||[H—s(o)]N
Mv—Q 1 —15 cK (|Q| e + Km 1(IIuIIle(Q)]N +||v||f§1mi1~l> ||u — vllimmn"

< cK (MM + 2K“7 1lm“7 1)) Ilu — “Human",

where K is the embedding constant for [HT(Q)]N C [Lt(Q)]N and the result is proved.
Let no G X5 with r < 1 as in (25). Then, from Lemma 4, there exists a solution u(t, uo)

to the problem (21) satisfying u(0, uo) : uo. This local solution is such that u(t, uo) e Xfl,
for every 3 S H S 1 andt > 0 and for as long as it exists. Therefore, u(t, 110) E [C(Q)]N for
t > () and for as long as it exists. If [0, tnmx) denotes the maximal interval of existence of
this solution and to E (0, tmax), we have that u(t0, u0)(a;) 6 RT for some 7’ > 0. Therefore,
from the results in [C-C-D] Section 3.1 we obtain that this solution does not blow up in
finite time and as consequence of this, it must exist all the time. Also from the results in
[C-C-D] Section 3.1 we obtain that the semigroup associated with (21) is point dissipative
in [C’(Q)]N. Using the variation of constants formula we obtain that this semigroup is
point dissipative in X“, a 2 3. Theorem 2 in [C—C—D] implies that (21) has a global
attractor in Xfl, fl > g, in particular it has a global attractor in Xi = [H1(Q)]N and the
result is proved.

9



Remark 2. No gradient structure is assumed for (21). Thus, we have been able to prove
the existence of global attractors in [H 1(Q)]N for systems of parabolic problems in the
subcritical growth case (n = 3, 7 < 4) without assuming that the nonlinearity has a
symmetric J acobian. This is an improvement of our results in [C-C-D] which would only
allow for n = 3, 7 < 3. We also remark that local existence is proved for n = 3, 7 < 5

and because of regularization (see the beginning of this section) we have not been able to
prove that there are global solutions for n z 3, 4 5 7 < 5.
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